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O vos felices radices
soloist: Hilary Fraser-Thomson

O viridissima virga
 soloist: Lauren Davis

O nobilissima viriditas
 soloist: Katina Mitchell

O frondens
soloist: Argenta Walther

O Ecclesia
soloist: Karina Kallas

O quam mirabilis est
soloist: Andrea Zomorodian

O virga ac diadema
soloist: Sarah Beaty

O viriditas digiti Dei

Katina Mitchell and Catherine Stiles, medieval harps
Alexa Haynes-Pilon, vielle

All pieces except O frondens performed and O quam mirabilis est from original editions, 
transcribed from the Riesencodex (Hs.2, ca.1175–1190) by Katina Mitchell.

Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179) was a Benedictine abbess from the Rhineland,
and she led a famously spiritual life from her earliest years. Her notable
polymathic abilities are still celebrated today in circles from medicine to

horticulture to philosophy to music. Medieval music (considered a form of
mathematics at the medieval university) fnds its primary structure in the perfect

physical sonorities of the ffth, unison, and octave, and the dissonances
surrounding these perfections. The mysticism, universalism, paganism, and poetry

inherent in medieval religion all paint a picture of sacred life in a world where
magic, religion, miracles and paranormal experiences were understood to be

everyday reality. Hildegard's own visions led her to inspirational wisdom and a
passionate connection with the natural world extending to the cosmic universe.
Because there was little concept of intellectual property at this time, most of the

music that survives from the 12th century is anonymous. The few composers whose
names are known are the most famous and infuential. Saint Hildegard, who was

canonized in 2012, is one rare example of a prolifc composer from the middle
ages. A leader, visionary, naturopath and trusted mystic in her own time, she

remains famous for her life's work, recorded in her books, visions, poetry, and
music.

Although small in stature, humanity is powerful in the power of its soul. Its head is turned
upward and its feet to the solid ground, and it can place into motion both the higher and the

lower things. Whatever it does with its deeds in the right or the left hand permeates the
universe, because in the power of its inner humanity it has the potential to accomplish such

things. Just as, for example, the body of a human being exceeds in size the heart, so also are
the powers of the soul more powerful than those of the body. Just as the heart of a human
being rests hidden within the body, so also is the body surrounded by the powers of the soul

since these powers extend over the entire globe … it is God whom human beings know in every
creature. When we strive in proper longing for the fruits of good works, we despise earthly
concerns and become so attached to things of a divine nature that we prove ourselves to be

totally and utterly constant, just as if we were not human...For there is no creature without
some kind of radiance—whether it be greenness, seeds, buds, or another kind of beauty … we

can see with our eyes what is good. We can judge the good, and we have the pure gift of decision
making. Just as a bird cannot fy without atmosphere, our body, too, is kept in motion by the
soul and not by itself ... Just as we should not be human if we were without blood vessels, we

could not live if we had no connection to an outer nature.

– Hildegard von Bingen 
Vision Two, De operatione Dei, tr. Matthew Fox


